Unconventional vesicle-to-ribbon transition behaviour of diacyl glycerol amino acid based surfactants in extremely diluted systems induced by pH-concentration effects
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A vesicle-to-ribbon transition has been observed in extremely dilute 1-O-(L-arginyl)-2, 3-O-di-decanoyl-sn-glycerol dichlorohydrate (1010R) surfactant systems by means of static light scattering. At concentration as low as 0.005 mM the solutions scattered significantly. From the angular dependence and molecular weight of the aggregates a vesicular structure is suggested. Increasing surfactant concentration in water induces the vesicle-to-ribbon transition at concentrations as low as 0.5 mM. This transition is accompanied by a strong decrease of scattered intensity and change in angular dependence. Lowering the pH at a fixed concentration can induce the same transition. Both parameters change the protonation of the surfactant, inducing an increase in preferred surfactant head-group area. Those findings are congruent with the observed surface tension behaviour as a function of surfactant concentration and suggests an explanation for the widely different critical micellar concentration (c.m.c.) as determined by different techniques.

1. Introduction

Manufacturers and consumers have an increasing interest for novel environmentally friendly surfactants; naturally occurring amino acids have been of particular interest in this field. Surfactant molecules from renewable raw materials that mimic natural lipo-amino acids are one of the preferred choices for food, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic applications. A series of novel cationic arginine amino acid–based surfactants has been synthesized.1,2 Theses surfactants exhibit considerable antimicrobial activity, satisfactory toxicity profiles and high biodegradability.

The behaviour of monomeric and gemini arginine-based surfactants has been extensively studied; monomeric surfactants show one critical micelle concentration (c.m.c.) and forms “normal” micelles. Gemini surfactants arginine-based show unconventional aggregation behaviour and two c.m.c.s were inferred from several techniques.3 A new glycerol-arginine-based double-chain surfactant 1010R (Fig. 1) has been synthesized.4,5 This new surfactant have two aliphatic chains and the arginine amino acid as polar head group linked together through a glycerol moiety. It can be considered analogue to a partial glyceride and phospholipid, exhibiting the properties of both glycerides and lecithins, along with and improved water solubility.

Due to their amphiphilic character, surfactants form in solution a variety of structures. Increasing concentration, the usual sequence of structures formed by surfactants in water is: monomers–spherical–rod–lamellae–inverse rod–inverse sphere.6 This sequence is governed by changes in the volume of the preferred surfactant polar head area to the hydrophobic volume.7–10 Increasing concentration leads to a decrease in area per molecule induced by ionic strength producing cylinder to disk transitions.11 Transitions from cylinders to vesicle were observed for lecithin-bile salt mixed systems when reducing the bile salt contents.12 These type of changes can also be induced at constant surfactant concentration by increasing the ionic strength of the water medium,13–15 by the presence of cosurfactants in the system16 or also by changing temperature.11

The critical micellar concentration corresponds to the transition between single dispersed surfactant molecules to spherical aggregates. This critical concentration can be detected by several techniques such as surface tension, conductivity, light scattering etc. The ability of these techniques to detect this transition depends on the physical quantity measured. For instance, the detection of the c.m.c. by surface tension relays on the difference in adsorption of monomers and micelles at the surface, once micelles start forming, the activity of monomers changes little and the amount of monomer adsorbed remains near constant. Conductivity detects the c.m.c. by changes of the relative conductivity of monomers and micelles which are less conducting. Light scattering detects the c.m.c. by the difference in scattering power of the monomers and micelles that scatter more due to their bigger size. Slightly different values for c.m.c. are usually encountered by using different techniques because they probe different phenomena.3

In gemini surfactants two critical concentrations have been encountered,13,14–15 these two critical concentrations have been...
attributed to a true c.m.c. and to the formation of pre-micellar aggregates or ion pairing at lower concentration.

Phospholipids and mimetic molecules have very small monomer solubility and usually no c.m.c. is detected.\textsuperscript{50} These types of molecules form lamellar structures which could be open or closed to form vesicles. In this kind of systems several studies have detected different vesicles to micelle transitions. This transition is usually induced by addition of a solubilising surfactant.\textsuperscript{21} The contrary effect, micelle-to-vesicle, transition upon dilution has also been shown to occur in those mixed systems because the partitioning of the most soluble molecule in the aggregates changes with concentration and, at low concentration the aggregates are enriched in the vesicle forming molecule.\textsuperscript{72}

Similarly to gemini surfactants, unconventional aggregation behaviour and two c.m.c.s were inferred from surface tension, conductivity and fluorescence for the new 1010R surfactant. The first c.m.c. or c.m.c.1 was detected by surface tension measurements. Fluorescence and conductivity data indicate clearly a conventional c.m.c.2 at about an order of magnitude higher than that from the tension results. In this article the influence of the two cationic groups on the aggregation behaviour is presented and discussed. In this article we show for the first time a vesicle-to-ribbon transition induced by increasing surfactant concentration. We discuss the possible influence of the charge of the polar head on this behaviour.

2. Static light scattering fundamentals

Static light scattering is a useful technique for the determination of aggregation and aggregate structure in dilute systems. In dilute systems the aggregates can be considered independent scatterers and the total scattered intensity is simply the sum of the scattering intensity of the individual aggregates. In the limit of low concentration the Rayleigh ratio \( R_0 \) at the measured angle \( \theta \) is:

\[
R_0 = \frac{I_0 - I_0^q}{I_0}
\]  

(1)

and the relation between \( R_0 \) and the optical constant \( (K) \) is:

\[
\frac{K_c}{R_0} = \frac{1}{M P(q, r)}
\]  

(2)

where \( c \) is the concentration of aggregated material, \( M \) the molar mass of the aggregates, \( P(q, r) \) is the intra-particle structure factor (see below) or form factor.

The optical constant value corresponds to:

\[
K = \frac{(2\pi n_0(dn/dc))^2}{N_A \lambda^2}
\]  

(3)

where \( n \) is the refractive index of the solution, \( dn/dc \) is the refractive index increment, \( N_A \) Avogadro’s number and \( \lambda \) the wavelength of the incident light.

The form factor \( P(q, r) \) contains the angular dependence of scattered light for an object which form is defined by the generalized coordinates \( r \). The variable \( q \), scattering vector modulus, corresponds to eqn. (4):

\[
q = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \sin(\theta/2)
\]  

(4)

In the Rayleigh–Debye–Gans (RDG) limit, \( 2\pi L/\lambda(m - 1) \ll 1 \),\textsuperscript{23} where \( m \) is the ratio of particle refractive index over medium refractive index and \( L \) the maximum size of the particle that is; small aggregates of material with refractive index close to the medium, the form factor can be explicitly calculated.\textsuperscript{24,25}

In the case of vesicles the refractive index of the object is quite close to the medium and this approximation can be applied. Shell models are constructed by subtraction of a compact model with a smaller model with the same properties. Arbitrary shapes can be built by Fourier transformation of the pair distribution function.\textsuperscript{26}

For very small particles \( (L \ll \lambda) \) at small angles the form factor is close to unity, increasing length leads to angular dependence in the scattering. In the Guinier approximation the scattering of globular particles can be approximated as eqn. (5):

\[
I = I_0 \exp\left(-\frac{(R_0q)^2}{3}\right)
\]  

(5)

this approximation is valid for \( R_0q < 1 \), however, this approximation usually works within a few percent even for \( R_0q \) above unity.\textsuperscript{27}

A log \( (I) \) versus \( q^2 \) plot would be linear for globular geometry. For cylindrical geometry the generalized Guinier behaviour corresponds to eqn. (6):

\[
I(q) = I_0 \exp\left(-\frac{(R_0q)^2}{2}\right)
\]  

(6)

and a plot of \( \log(I(q)) \) versus \( q^2 \) would show linear behaviour; finally for flat particles we have the generalized Guinier approximation as eqn. (7):

\[
I(q) = I_0 \exp\left(-\frac{(R_0q)^2}{4}\right)
\]  

(7)

A \( \log(I(q^2)) \) versus \( q^2 \) plot of a locally flat particle would correspond to a linear decrease.

We should also bear in mind that any intensity behaviour could be represented by a polydisperse population. If a population of spheres with an adequate size distribution is present, the global intensity behaviour could resemble that of a cylinder population or lamellae. This uncertainty between shape and polydispersity is always present in scattering experiments. Up to a certain point, the absolute intensity scaling could favour one or other type of interpretations. By combining absolute intensity with angular dependence the size and wall thickness of vesicles can be obtained,\textsuperscript{28} in this case the fit of the angular dependence mainly influences the radius of the vesicle and the absolute scaling mainly influences the wall thickness.

3. Materials and methods

3.1 Materials

The 1010R surfactant was synthesized with the method described in ref. 4. The product purity was examined by high performance liquid chromatography, \( ^1H-NMR, ^{13}C-NMR, \) mass spectroscopy and elemental analysis. The results shown that purity was higher than 99%. Millipore water from a Milli-Q four-bowl system was used in preparing all sample solutions; the water used for light scattering measurements was also filtered through 0.2 \( \mu \)m Nucleopore membrane.

The hydrochloric acid used for acidification of a sample was Merck 25% aqueous solution.

Methods

Static light scattering. The samples for light scattering were prepared by dilution from a concentrated sample of 1.5 mM prepared by direct weighing of the surfactant and water. The water was previously filtered through 0.2 \( \mu \)m filters from Millipore or Nucleopore membrane.
some with 4 cm diameter cells. No differences were found except for increased scattering at the angle of 30° in the case of 1 cm diameter cells, also indicating the absence of appreciable multiple scattering. 1 mm aperture was used in the photo multiplier to assure a high enough intensity. An argon laser (Cyoni, model 2213-73SLYV, Malvern 4700c with a 488 nm vertically polarized operated in the intensity mode was used as light source. Absolute intensity was obtained from the comparison of the intensity with a toluene sample. A water sample was subtracted of all the samples. Both toluene and water samples produced scattered intensities which, after angular correction, gave constant intensity except for the above-mentioned angle of 30° with 1 cm diameter cells; this assures the correct alignment of our equipment. The intensity was measured for 250 s in 1 s intervals. The mean of the lower 25 measurements was taken as the measured intensity. This procedure allows us to discard part of the signal produced by dust or other impurities that would increase the intensity of scattered light. No significant increase of the intensity was observed even taking the mean of the lowest 200 values, only the dispersion increased typically to 0.5%. The scattering intensity was measured at 15° intervals from 30° to 120°.

**Surface tension measurements.** Equilibrium surface tension measurements were made by the Wilhelmy plate technique with a Krüss K12 tensiometer. The surface tensions equilibrate within minutes or several hours, depending on the surfactant concentration. Sets of measurements were taken until the change in surface tension was less than 0.08 mN m⁻¹ in 15 min.

**pH measurements.** pH was measured with a combination electrode (Thermo Orion, model 8102BN) with a 2 M KCl filling solution saturated with AgCl. The electrode was calibrated with Crison standard buffer solutions. Measurements were made at increasing concentration to minimize error due to electrode contamination.

4. Results and discussion

**Surface tension**

The surface tension as a function of concentration is shown in Fig. 2. A break can be observed at concentration 6 × 10⁻² mM with a certain levelling of the surface tension but still decreasing to complete levelling off around 1 × 10⁻¹ mM. From the slope just before the first levelling at 6 × 10⁻² mM the surface excess can be calculated according to the Gibbs adsorption isotherm in eqn. (8):

\[
\Gamma = -\frac{1}{nRT} \frac{d\gamma}{d(\ln c)}
\]  

where \(\gamma\) is the surface tension, \(c\) the bulk surfactant concentration, \(R\) the gas constant, \(T\) the absolute temperature. The parameter \(n\) is the effective number of dissociated species per molecule for solutions without added salt. In the case of 1010R surfactant \(n = 3\); the cationic surfactant plus two chloride ions (see Fig. 1).

The experimental value of surface excess was 1.19 × 10⁻⁶ mol m⁻². From the surface excess \(\Gamma\), the area per molecule is obtained via Avogadro’s number, eqn. (9):

\[
A_m = \frac{1}{\Gamma N_A}
\]  

The calculated area per surfactant molecule was 1.4 nm². The consideration of smaller adsorbing species numbers would lead to smaller areas per molecule, i.e. 0.93 nm² for \(n = 2\) and 0.47 nm² for \(n = 1\).

The surface tension curve could be qualitatively described taking in consideration the ionisation of the surfactant and the concentration dependence on the relative concentration of species. See below for a more detailed discussion about the species in solution. At low surfactant concentration the dominant species would be the singly charged molecule, which, because of lower water solubility is expected to be more surface active than the doubly charged one. At high concentration the proportion of doubly charged species will dominate, producing a modest decrease of surface tension because of the adsorption of the additional chloride ion. The higher slope at very low concentration, if true, could be due to the adsorption of the non-charged species. However, the amount of this form in the acid–base equilibrium seems to be too low to justify this affirmation. The shallow minimum around 10⁻⁴ M could be due to the desorption of the lower charged species by competition with the higher charged species and their solubilisation in micelles, much in the same way the dodecanol present in dodecylsulfate solutions induce a minimum in the surface tension around the critical micellar concentration.

**pH behaviour**

The pH as a function of surfactant concentration at 25°C is shown in Fig. 3. Because the surfactant molecule can dissociate in several species, the concentration behaviour is relatively complex. The species in solution and the different equilibrium are shown in Scheme 1. The salt dissociation is expected to be a complete reaction.

Without taking into consideration the possibility of preferential adsorption of certain species or the aggregation in the bulk solution and assuming dilute ideal behaviour, we can
solve the acid–base equilibrium equations resulting in eqn. (10):

$$K_1 = \frac{\left[ H^+ \right] - K_w}{C_a \left( \frac{1}{\left[ H^+ \right]} + 2K_2 \left[ H^+ \right]^2 \right) - \left( \frac{1}{\left[ H^+ \right]} + K_2 \left[ H^+ \right]^2 \right) \left( \left[ H^+ \right] - K_w / H^+ \right)}$$

(10)

where $C_a$ is the total concentration of surfactant, $K_1$, $K_2$ are the first and second dissociation constants and $K_w$ the ionic product of water.

It should be mentioned that the water used does not have neutral pH; this acidity is usually attributed to CO₂ solubilisation which makes the pH lower than 7. If we take this additional equilibrium into account, the results are very close to those obtained from eqn. (3) except for the lowest concentration. The dissociation constant of the guanidine group in the literature are of the order of $10^{-12}$. By assuming $K_2 = 10^{-12}$ we can calculate $K_1$. In Fig. 4 we show the calculated $K_1$. It is clear that the dissociation constant is much higher that it could be assumed regarding the literature, the surfactant behaves as a weak acid (comparable to acetic acid), not as a very weak acid as expected for an ammonium group (the dissociation constant for protonated ethylamine is around $2.5 \times 10^{-11}$). The variation of this dissociation constant with concentration could be due to the aggregation of the molecule (note the maximum apparent dissociation constant around 1 mM). For the surfactant to release more protons (higher dissociation constant) in the aggregated state would mean that adsorption at interfaces will be stronger for the more charged species because of the usual free negative charges on glass surfaces. If the adsorption of neutral species is favoured, then the concentration of protons would be locally higher than in the bulk (see Scheme 1), explaining the relatively high dissociation constant found. If adsorption of the divalent cation was favoured then the concentration of protons would be lower than in the bulk, meaning that the apparent dissociation constant would be still higher than measured.

The higher than expected acid constant for this surfactant contrasts with the less acid than expected behaviour encountered in fatty acids. The reason for this difference should lie in the different charges on the fatty acids (the neutral molecule is the acid form) and in 1010R where the neutral form is the dibasic species. Kanicky et al.²⁰ explain their results on the apparent pK of fatty acids with the argument that a monolayer with half the molecules ionised allow for the stabilisation of the acidic proton of one of the molecules in the pair. Following this argument with 1010R we should expect for the singly ionised and non ionised species to be favoured. This could explain the high acid constant. Letting pK₁ and pK₂ be adjustable parameters the best fit produces similar values for both constants (values around 5), however, the statistical error in their determination becomes quite high. Moreover, the pH-concentration curve for the same molecule acetylated in the amino group seems to indicate that the apparent pK of the guanidine group is also of the order of 5.³¹

**Light scattering**

In Fig. 5 the scattered intensity at 90° is plotted as a function of concentration for the surfactant 1010R at 25°C. Two changes of slope are apparent in this figure. The first one, at a concentration of about $4 \times 10^{-5}$ mM is close to the c.m.c. detected by surface tension while the second one, around $5 \times 10^{-4}$ mM, is close to the c.m.c. detected by conductivity and fluorescence. The closed symbols in Fig. 5 show the detail of the low concentration samples, note that for those points the intensity has been magnified by a factor of 100. For reference, the level of our background water is shown as a horizontal line with the same scale as the lower concentrations.

![Fig. 4](image-url) **Fig. 4** Apparent first dissociation constant of the surfactant 1010R as a function of concentration. See the text for details.

![Fig. 5](image-url) **Fig. 5** Absolute scattered intensity at 90° as a function of concentration of surfactant solutions at 25°C. The closed points shows the detail of the low concentration scattered intensity, for those points the scale should be divided by 100. The line corresponds to the water background scattering for comparison in the same scale as the closed points.
Although the reproducibility of the intensity data is not very good at very low concentrations, it is clear that, even at those low concentrations some aggregation must be present, the intensity before background subtraction is, at least, double than the background intensity. For some of the concentrations the intensity as a function of the scattering angle was recorded and this effect was more pronounced at lower scattering angles.

In Fig. 6 we show a selection of the angular dependence of the scattered light for different concentrations. The concentration of $8 \times 10^{-3}$ mM (Fig. 6a) is lower than the c.m.c. as obtained by surface tension. The $6 \times 10^{-2}$ mM (Fig. 6b) sample lies between the c.m.c. obtained by surface tension and that obtained by conductivity. The sample $6 \times 10^{-1}$ mM (Fig. 6c) lies around the c.m.c. detected by conductivity and that with $1.3$ mM (Fig. 6d) is already above that value. In each plot three sets of points are shown, they correspond to the intensity, intensity multiplied by the scattering vector modulus $q$ and intensity multiplied by the squared scattering vector modulus as a function of the squared scattering vector modulus. Those correspond to Guinier plots for globular, rod and lamella respectively. Linear plots are obtained if the objects have the corresponding geometry. Although the scattering vector range is not large enough to directly prove the geometry, we can appreciate that changes are occurring at those concentrations. The triangles, which correspond to $I_q^2$ (lamellar representation) have negative slope for $8 \times 10^{-3}$ mM (Fig. 6a) and positive slope for $1.3$ mM (Fig. 6d). Positive slopes are incompatible with the structure detected in this range. Therefore while $8 \times 10^{-3}$ mM could correspond to globular aggregates, $1.3$ mM can not correspond to lamellae. Moreover, the consideration of the apparent molecular weight calculated form the intensity at 45° and the apparent gyration radii obtained from the Guinier plot, eqn. (5), using the angles of 45, 60 and 75°, shows that a model of compact spheres is inconsistent. The molecular weight calculated from the gyration radii is always more than one order of magnitude bigger than the experimental value. We should also note that performing these calculations the condition of validity of eqn. (5) is not strictly accomplished and $qR_g \sim 2$ in the range of calculation. The structure that reconciles the overall intensity with its angular dependence is that of vesicles at low concentrations and ribbons at the higher concentration.

To further investigate this possible assignment we have tried to fit the form factor of vesicles and cylinders to the experimental data considering that the RDG approximation applies, together with the absence of interparticle interaction due to high dilution. We have calculated the form factors analytically or by the Fourier transform of the pair distribution function of the corresponding object.

We have further scaled the model to the absolute scattered scale to compare the goodness of the fit. The intensity and intensity multiplied by $q$ and $q^2$ are shown in Fig. 6. The intensity trend as a function of angle is quite well represented by the ellipsoidal vesicles or cylinders with elliptical section. Because the scattering vector range is relatively small, the dependence of the intensity trend with bilayer thickness is very weak, and this parameter mainly depends on the absolute level of intensity.

The fitting parameters for ellipsoidal vesicles are shown in Table 1; $a$, $b$ and $c$ are the external axes of the ellipsoid and $d$ is the thickness of the bilayer. For the cylindrical model ($1.3$ mM and $5 \times 10^{-4}$mM at low pH) $a$ corresponds to the length of the cylinder; $b$ and $d$ are the semiaxes of the elliptical section of the cylinder. For those two last samples the ellipsoidal vesicles could not fit the experimental values even with extreme parameters. The aggregation number, molecular weight and area per surfactant molecule have been calculated taking into account a surfactant molecular volume of $1.1 \text{nm}^3$. The calculated area per surfactant molecules seem excessive, not just compared to the values we obtain from surface tension but with the usual values found for double chain surfactants.

We have to mention that the most concentrated sample can also be fitted by a flexible rod model with Gaussian statistics. In this case the fitted gyration radius corresponds to $78.6$ nm and the molecular mass of the aggregate to $1.7 \times 10^7$, which is close to the value obtained from the elliptical section cylinder. It is clear from the data that the aggregation changes of this surfactant with concentration influences both the total mass of the aggregate and the form of the aggregate.

A slightly better quality of fit can be obtained by using a polydisperse population of vesicles with a Schultz distribution for the radii and constant thickness. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 2. $R$ and $\sigma$ are the mean and width of the Schultz distribution, $d$ is the bilayer thickness, $A_m$ the area per molecule in the aggregates and $M_a$ the aggregate molecular weight. From this data it is clear that the global size of the aggregates decreases as the concentration of surfactant increases, as the distribution width is nearly constant the relative polydispersity increases. The vesicle thickness and, the calculated area per molecule of surfactant have been scaled to reach the measured absolute intensity. The vesicular thickness decreases as the concentration increases and the area per molecule increases. An increase in area per molecule is what could be expected from the consideration of the charge per molecule. This model also fails for the most concentrated sample; small vesicles very polydispersed with large thickness and small area per molecule would be obtained. The quality of the fit in this case is also clearly worse as can be observed from the large uncertainty of the parameters.

As the anisometry of the elliptical section cylinders is very large, the same quality of fit can be obtained by using a ribbon model. The parameters of this fit are given in Table 3 for a $1.3$ mM sample and for the $5 \times 10^{-4}$ mM sample in presence of HCl with a final acid concentration of $0.04$ M. The fit of both samples give reasonable agreement with the same area per surfactant molecule of $1.2 \text{nm}^2$ reinforcing the trend of increasing area per molecule as the surfactant concentration increases or with decreasing pH.

The 1010R surfactant has a chiral carbon atom in the arginine residue (Fig. 1). In the literature some examples of ribbons formed by surfactants with a chiral carbon atom are described. The ribbons in those papers preferably adopt a helical structure. In the range of our experiment this helical structure has not any noticeable influence if the period of the helix is moderate.

In parallel, quasielastic light scattering was performed on the most concentrated samples. Although these results were...
not obtained in ideal conditions (large aperture of the photomultiplier) they agree overall with these observations. When forcing the model to produce a single population, this was a very wide distribution centred around 99 nm and, when allowed to fit a bimodal distribution the peaks were centred at 59 and 205 nm respectively, agreeing with the dimensions of the ribbon model.

The transition from vesicular to cylindrical geometry could be caused by an increase in the area per surfactant molecule or a decrease of the hydrophobic tail length or a combination of both. Not much can be said about this point with the present data, only the trend is apparent. The concentration used in the calculations corresponds to the nominal concentration. We have to note that if the aggregation corresponds only to surfactant molecule and 0.04 M of HCl
cylinder length, such as the cylinder length, and the semi-axes of the elliptical section. $A_m$ is the area per molecule, $N_a$ the aggregation number and $M_w$ the molecular weight. $b$ 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ mM with HCl to give a final concentration of 0.04 M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration/mM</th>
<th>a/nm</th>
<th>b/nm</th>
<th>c/nm</th>
<th>d/nm</th>
<th>$A_m$/nm$^2$</th>
<th>$N_a$</th>
<th>$M_w$/g mol$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.90 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>2.4 $\pm$ 0.3</td>
<td>2.7 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
<td>1.7 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.32 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
<td>1.7 $\pm$ 0.3</td>
<td>1.1 $\times$ 10$^5$</td>
<td>6.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\times$ 10$^{-1}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.47 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>4.7 $\pm$ 1</td>
<td>9.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>6.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.06 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>2.1 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
<td>1.5 $\times$ 10$^5$</td>
<td>7.3 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.43 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>2.6 $\pm$ 0.6</td>
<td>4.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>2.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{-2.6}$</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.43 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>2.6 $\pm$ 0.6</td>
<td>4.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>2.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$, $b$, and $c$ are the corresponding semi-axes for ellipsoidal vesicles, $d$ the vesicle bilayer thickness. For sample 1.3 and 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ with HCl $a$ is the cylinder length, $b$ and $d$ the semi-axes of the elliptical section. $A_m$ is the area per molecule, $N_a$ the aggregation number and $M_w$ the molecular weight. $b$ 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ mM with HCl to give a final concentration of 0.04 M.

Table 2  Fitted parameters for a Schultz distribution of spherical vesicles in the RDG approximation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration/M</th>
<th>R/nm</th>
<th>$\sigma$/nm</th>
<th>$\sigma$/R</th>
<th>d/nm</th>
<th>$A_m$/nm$^2$</th>
<th>$N_a$</th>
<th>$M_w$/g mol$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>104  \pm 5</td>
<td>34 $\pm$ 5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.3 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
<td>0.49 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>2.7 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
<td>1.7 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>97 $\pm$ 10</td>
<td>49 $\pm$ 13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>4.2 $\pm$ 0.5</td>
<td>0.51 $\pm$ 0.06</td>
<td>1.0 $\times$ 10$^5$</td>
<td>6.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\times$ 10$^{-1}$</td>
<td>59 $\pm$ 8</td>
<td>28 $\pm$ 13</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.9 $\pm$ 0.5</td>
<td>0.74 $\pm$ 0.07</td>
<td>9.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>6.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>34 $\pm$ 25</td>
<td>24 $\pm$ 28</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>6.1 $\pm$ 2.0</td>
<td>0.35 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
<td>3.2 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>2.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>73 $\pm$ 1</td>
<td>29 $\pm$ 3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5.4 $\pm$ 2.0</td>
<td>0.40 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>1.2 $\times$ 10$^5$</td>
<td>7.3 $\times$ 10$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{-2.6}$</td>
<td>29 $\pm$ 27</td>
<td>30 $\pm$ 23</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.1 $\pm$ 1.5</td>
<td>0.71 $\pm$ 0.3</td>
<td>4.0 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
<td>2.5 $\times$ 10$^4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R$ is the vesicle radius, $\sigma$ the distribution width, $d$ the bilayer thickness, $A_m$ the area per surfactant molecule, $N_a$ the aggregation number and $M_w$ the molecular weight of the aggregates. $b$ 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ mM with HCl to give a final concentration of 0.04 M.

Table 3  Fitted parameters for a ribbon model in the RDG approximation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration, mM</th>
<th>L/ nm</th>
<th>W/ nm</th>
<th>d/ nm</th>
<th>$A_m$/ nm$^2$</th>
<th>$M_w$/ g mol$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>250 $\pm$ 10</td>
<td>60 $\pm$ 1</td>
<td>1.90 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0 $\times$ 10$^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>450 $\pm$ 30</td>
<td>31 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>1.7 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5 $\times$ 10$^7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$L$ is the length of the ribbon, $W$ its width and $d$ its thickness. $A_m$ is the area per surfactant molecule and $M_w$ the molecular weight. $b$ 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ mM with 0.04 M of HCl

Additional proof of the effect of pH on the aggregation of this surfactant was obtained by adding a small amount of hydrochloric acid solution to a sample in which the preferred structure was vesicular. The changes observed are quite dramatic as it can be observed in Fig. 7. In this figure the scattered intensity as a function of dispersion modulus is plotted for a sample 5 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ mM and the same sample after addition of aqueous HCl solution with a final concentration of 0.04 M HCl. The intensity at 90$^\circ$ dropped by a factor of four and the curvature of the plot also changed. This is more easily seen by comparing the $I_q$ curve for both samples. Without acid addition this curve has a clear negative slope in most of the range while the acidified sample presents a flat $I_q$ behaviour. This change can be compared to the change observed between Fig. 6b and Fig. 6d.

The curves in Fig. 7 correspond to polydisperse vesicles for the original sample and a ribbon model for the acidified...
factant concentration influences the structure concentration and decreasing pH have a similar effect on the ribbon structures respectively. This shows that increasing the area per surfactant molecule as the concentration increases induced by pH reduction corresponds to an increase of the aggregation number. The results allow for the assignation of a vesicle to an extreme was achieved with a vesicular sample which shows transitions to ribbon structure on decreasing pH.
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5. Conclusions

The aggregation properties of 1010R surfactant have been measured by means of static light scattering, surface tension and pH in the very diluted region. The apparent molecular weights of the aggregates are very high and tend to decrease as the concentration increases. Increasing the concentration also decreases the slope of the intensity as a function of scatter-
ing angle. The results for the assignation of a vesicle to ribbon transition to this process. The rational behind this tran-
sition corresponds to an increase of the area per surfactant molecule as the concentration increases induced by pH reduct-
ion as the surfactant concentration increases. Confirmation of this extreme was achieved with a vesicular sample which shows transitions to ribbon structure on decreasing pH.
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